
Paving the Way to Completion and Transfer
No longer a last resort, more and more students are choosing community colleges as their first choice to 
pursue a postsecondary credential. With an influx of enrollment, understaffed advising departments are 
hard pressed to provide the comprehensive level of guidance these students need. Without the benefit of 
individualized and timely advice, they often register for courses that do not apply to their program of study 
or will not count for meaningful transfer credit. A growing number of institutions are implementing a guided 
pathways approach to address this challenge.

AdvisED™ gives your students a self-service advising tool that relieves your advisors from the minutiae of 
course planning during peak registration times when face-to-face appointments are at a premium. Let 
students see exactly where they stand, with credit they have already earned, by taking the guesswork out of 
completing their associate degree and how it will transfer and count toward their baccalaureate.

Learn More Today!

Call 484-318-7100 or visit www.academyone.com.

Reduce
Costs

Help your staff be more 
efficient with software 

that eases administrative 
workload.

Retain to
Completion

Keep students on track to 
a degree by showing them 
exactly what courses will 

get them there.

Unlock the
Future

Reduce credit loss with 
transfer pathways that map 

how courses will count 
toward a baccalaureate 

degree.

Real-time
Advising

Take your articulation
agreements beyond

paper and to the next
level of academic

support.

“Our objective was to retain students through 
graduation while still supporting transfer to 
the four-year institutions we have agreements 
with. TransferCheck not only aligns with this 
objective, but it also helps ease the burden on 
our transfer advisors by reducing their number of 
appointments with online student self-service.”

Nora Manz, Delaware County Community College
Director of Advising, Transfer and Articulation



AcademyOne is a software development and consulting company serving the 
higher education community. We deliver solutions that bridge digital experiences  
to resolve  the challenges and complexities inherent to global academic credit 
portability, the recognition of prior learning and credentialing.
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Improve Guidance, Persistence and Completion

DIGITAL LIBRARY

ANALYTICS

MEANINGFUL GUIDANCE

TECHNOLOGY

SHOPPING EXPERIENCEGUIDED PATHWAYS

You’ve put a lot of time and effort into developing 
guided pathways and articulation agreements. Be 
sure they are easy to find in a virtual database.

• Catalog articulation agreements by receiving 
institution and program of study

• Help students choose and enter a pathway by 
making your agreements searchable and viewable

Shouldn’t your advising appointments be less about 
course registration and more about academic and 
career goals?

• Support your advisors with on-demand, easily 
accessible information

• Take the guesswork out of course planning
• Ensure your students are less likely to fall victim to 

the excess credit epidemic

Monitor and share analytics by 
targeted institution.

• Compare views and actions 
spanning institutions

• Identify and track pathway 
interest and targets

• Monitor completion rates 
including transfer

Help students get on and stay 
on their path with intuitive 
software.

• Single sign-on authentication
• Real-time coursework access 

through S3
• Transfer Pathway builder and 

publisher application

Automate how your current students can check 
their academic progress against both completing 
their associate degree and a transfer institution’s 
major requirements

• Use the checklist builder tool to codify requirements 
that support the progress check functionality

• Allow students to import their academic course 
history through a seamless integration with your SIS

• Provide real-time progression toward completion

Enables learners to view and compare guided 
pathways by partner institutions.

• Provide real-time progress allowing learners to 
assess differences

• Highlight completion and outstanding requirements 
remaining

• Promote links and content describing alternative 
learning opportunities


